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A new classification of ternary reciprocal systems is proposed taking into account the number
of thermal effects in the thermograms of complete conversion points. The classification is useful
for general evaluation of the liquid surface of the systems.

Phase diagram construction requires much expenditure of allows a rational choice of the areas of the phase diagram
for more detailed research and to reduce the requisite numberlabor, material, and time, so current research efforts are

directed toward the minimization of experimental work. At of compositions to be experimentally studied.
The most complete information on the PCC can bepresent, there are two main directions of effort: thermody-

namic calculations of phase diagram ([1970Kau], obtained using differential thermal analysis, zone melting,
high-temperature x-ray analysis, investigation of microstruc-[1985Com], [1981Lup], [1992Pel]) and semiempirical

approaches, which include analysis of the most informative ture, and chemical analysis.
Depending on the chemical reciprocal interaction in thepoints in the phase diagram. The latter allow prognosis of

liquidus surface features and require limited experimental system, the PCC thermograms can show several thermal
effects. One can single out the following types (Table 1).study of a few samples to confirm the prognosis results

([1984Pro], [1995Roz]).
It is most convenient to start consideration of a ternary

reciprocal system in the context of the semiempirical 1. Two Effects in the PCC Thermogram
approach, with the thermogram record of a point of complete
conversion (PCC), which is the intersection point of stable

1.1 Irreversible reciprocal systems (in binary restricting sys-and metastable diagonals in the composition square
tems, there are neither congruently melting compounds([1964Rad], [1978Pos]). This article aims to show the infor-
nor unlimited solid solutions).mation content of a PCC, which allows a theoretically sub-

1.2 Reversible reciprocal systems (combination of unlimitedstantiated prognosis of phase diagrams. For this purpose, a
solid solutions on the opposite sides of the compositionclassification of ternary reciprocal systems based on the num-
square and simple eutectic systems on the two other sidesber of thermal effects in the thermograms of complete conver-
of the square).sion points is developed.

1.3 Reversible reciprocal systems (limited solid solutionsIt has been shown by [1984Pro] and [1978Pos] that exami-
in the binary subsystems). There are no lines of jointnation of the points of complete conversion enables one to
crystallization in their liquidus surface.solve the following problems connected with the construction

of phase diagrams of ternary reciprocal systems:

2. Three Effects in the PCC Thermogram• determination of the salt pair stability,
• determination of the phase that occupies the largest field

2.1 Irreversible reciprocal systems with one compound (dou-on the crystallization surface,
ble salt), exhibiting congruent fusion, on the lateral side• determination of the primary reaction (the exchange reac-
of the composition square. The exchange reaction istion or the reaction of complex formation) in the case
primary and the reaction of compound formation iswhen a double salt appears in the system,
secondary.

• determination of the maximum work of the exchange 2.2 Adiagonal systems with a stable congruently melting
reaction [1994Gry], and compound in one of the binary subsystems (on the lateral

• determination of the ternary eutectic temperature. side of the composition square). The reaction of com-
pound formation is as significant as the exchange
reaction.The solution of the problems listed at the initial consider-

ation of a ternary reciprocal system can greatly reduce expen-
diture of time and necessary experimental measurement. This
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Table 1 Classification of ternary reciprocal salt systems

No. System type Examples

1.1 Irreversible reciprocal system without compounds and solid solutions Na,K//F,Cl; Na,Ba//F,MoO4; Na,Ba//F,WO4

1.2 Reversible reciprocal system with unlimited solid solutions in two binary subsystems and eutectics Na,Ba//MoO4,WO4

in two other ones
1.3 Reversible reciprocal system with unlimited solid solutions Na,K//Br,Cl
2.1 Irreversible reciprocal system with one congruently melting compound Na,K//F,WO4; Na,K//F,MoO4; Na,Ba//F,WO4

2.2 Adiagonal system with one stable compound of congruent fusion having large area in the liq- Na,K//Cl,WO4

uidus surface
3.1 (a) Reversible reciprocal system with two compounds in the adjoining binary subsystems and K,Ba//F,MoO4; K,Ba//F,WO4

without unlimited solid solutions
(b) Reversible reciprocal system with two incongruent melting compounds in binary subsystems K,Ba//MoO4,WO4; Na,K//MoO4,WO4

on the opposite sides of the composition square forming unlimited solid solutions
3.2 Reversible reciprocal system with two incongruent melting compounds and unlimited solid solutions Na,K//MoO4,WO4

3.2 Systems with two congruently melting compounds on of the products of the exchange reaction, NaF and K2WO4,
and the congruently melting complex KF ? K2WO4 (Fig. 1b).the lateral sides and unlimited solid solutions that are

stable inside the system. The thermal effects indicate that two competitive reactions
occur in the system:

The first thermal effect corresponds to precipitation of
2KF 1 Na2WO4 5 2NaF 1 K2WO4primary crystals of the phase, which crystallizes at the PCC;

the second one corresponds to the crystallization of two
phases being formed as a result of the exchange reaction or 3KF 1 Na2WO4 5 2NaF 1 KF ? K2WO4
the reaction of complex formation (depending on the type
of the ternary reciprocal system); the third effect represents

This brings up the question, which of these two reactionsthe peritectic process with participation of the two previous
is primary? According to [1976Pos], the exchange reactionphases and an incongruent melting compound; and, finally,
is primary, while the complexing reaction is secondary andthe fourth one corresponds to crystallization of the ternary
does not take place at the stoichiometric ratio of the metasta-eutectic formed by the two products of the exchange or
ble salt pair. Thus, the system under consideration is anwhen the complexing reactions and the congruently melting
irreversible reciprocal system.compound are crystallized (depending on the nature of the The K,Ba//MoO4,WO4 System [1975Pos]. Two binarybinary subsystems). The interpretation of the first thermal
constituent subsystems situated on the opposite sides of theeffect is carried out with the help of one above-mentioned
composition square of this ternary reciprocal system are char-experimental methods. The other effects are interpreted on
acterized by formation of limited solid solutions. Two thermalthe basis of the information from the binary subsystems.
effects are observed in the thermogram of the PCC. The first,Examples of the ternary reciprocal systems that belong
at 1140 8C, corresponds to the crystallization of the solidto the different types given in the above classification are
solutions BaMoO4-BaWO4 (Fig. 1c, phase b). The second,as follows.
at 1067 8C, describes crystallization of two solid solutions:The Na,Ba//F,WO4 System (Fig. 1a) [1980Pos]. The
BaMoO4-BaWO4 and K2MoO4 ? BaMoO4-K2WO4 ? BaWO4PCC thermogram reveals two effects. The first at 753 8C is
(phase n) The latter is a point on the multivariant curveconnected with the appearance of the first crystals of BaWO4 that separates the b and n phases. Thus, the system K,Ba//(this means that the PCC is situated in the field of crystalliza-
MoO4,WO4 belongs to the ternary reciprocal systems withtion of BaWO4). The second at 740 8C accounts for joint
stable limited solid solutions in the binary subsystems andcrystallization of BaWO4 and NaF, which are products of the
characterized by the occurrence of two thermal effects in theexchange reaction:
PCC thermogram, which corresponds to the crystallization
of solid solutions only (Fig. 1c).

BaF2 1 Na2WO4 5 BaWO4 1 2NaF The Ba,K//F,WO4 system (Fig. 1d) [1981Pos]. Four ther-
mal effects are registered in the thermogram of the complete
conversion point. The order of crystallization of the phasesThe K,Na//F,WO4 system [1978Pos]. This system is

characterized by formation of the KF ? K2WO4 complex. The is as follows. (1) BaF2 precipitates at 839 8C (this conclusion
can be drawn from comparison of the temperature of thefollowing thermal effects can be seen in the PCC thermogram

(Fig. 1b). The first, at 773 8C, corresponds to crystallization thermal effect with data for the liquidus of the diagonal
BaF2-K2WO4 and of binary restricting subsystems). (2) Jointof NaF. The second, at 680 8C, describes the joint crystalliza-

tion of NaF and K2WO4. It coincides with the temperature crystallization of BaF2 and highly stable incongruent melting
compound K2WO4 ? BaWO4 at 790 8C, the latter appearingof the staging point on the stable diagonal NaF-K2WO4. The

third thermal effect at 664 8C corresponds to the ternary through peritectic reaction. (3) Crystallization of three
phases: BaF2, K2WO4, and K2WO4 ? BaWO4 at 724 8C. (4)eutectic reaction, which leads to simultaneous crystallizing
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1 Phase diagrams and thermograms of the points of complete conversion of ternary reciprocal systems: (a) Na,Ba//F,WO4, (b) Na,K//
F,WO4, (c) K,Ba//MoO4,WO4; and (d ) K,Ba//F,WO4 (continued on next page)

Eutectic decomposition of the liquid to three phases: BaF2, 2KF 1 BaWO4 5 BaF2 1 K2WO4

KF ? K2WO4, and K2WO4 at 701 8C.
Therefore, the system under consideration is a reversible 3(KF)2 1 2BaWO4 5 2BaF2 1 2(KF ? K2WO4)

reciprocal system with a complex on the two adjoining sides.
Three reactions take place in this type of ternary reciprocal 2KF 1 2BaWO4 5 BaF2 1 (K2WO4 ? BaWO4)
system: one is the mutual exchange, and the two others lead
to formation of complexes: It has been established that there are other systems of the
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(c)

(d)

Fig. 1 Continued. Phase diagrams and thermograms of the points of complete conversion of ternary reciprocal systems: (c) K,Ba//MoO4,WO4;
and (d ) K,Ba//F,WO4

M1,M2//MoO4,WO4 (M 5 Na, K, Ba) type where binary system. Additional thermoeffects can appear only if several
solid solutions form in the system.continuous solid solutions are stable inside the ternary recip-

rocal systems and no ternary invariant points exist. If, as in If, instead of simple eutectics, incongruent melting com-
pounds form, the number of thermal effects should be onethe case discussed here, continuous solid solubility occur in

two opposite binary constituents while the other two are less than the number of phases crystallizing, that is, three.
In conclusion, we should emphasize that the classificationsimple eutectic systems, two thermal effects should be

observed on PCC thermograms. They correspond to the num- described above, with the help of x-ray analysis when it is
necessary, enables one to interpret thermal effects found inber of phases crystallizing on the liquidus surface of the
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